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Nautilus E628 elliptical trainer  
 

The E628 elliptical trainer is part of the
Nautilus Performance series. The E628 is
designed for serious competitors who
want to improve their training. It is fully
equipped with dozens of training
programs, Bluetooth® connectivity and
free app-based tracking tools to help
maximize motivation and improve
performance. With three variations in
pedal angle settings, multiple muscle
groups can be targeted and worked. The
Nautilus elliptical trainer E628 enables
varied mountain tours thanks to an
electronic incline of 0-10°. Mountain runs
and runs on flat terrain are possible on the
Nautilus E628 elliptical trainer.

 CHF 1'999.00  
      

      

Equipment:

Electronically controlled magnetic brake system (EMS)
Flywheel mass approx. 13.6kg
stride length 55.8cm
Training computer with blue backlit LCD window with display of revolutions/min, calories, time,
distance, resistance, watts, heart rate
32 electronically adjustable resistance levels
Incline levels from 0-10
3-way adjustable incline angle of the pedals from 0-10
Resistance level and incline can be operated using quick control buttons on the upper body bars
Bluetooth interface for connection with smartphone/tablet
compatible for use with the *Explore the World™ app (separate subscription required) for
smartphone/tablet - access connected apps via Bluetooth connection from your phone or tablet
29 training programs
4 user programs
3 heart rate programs
Telemetric heart rate measurement (integrated heart rate receiver)
Hand pulse sensors on the fixed handlebars
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forward and backward motion sequence for different muscle strain
Ergonomic handlebars for upper body training
multi-grips on the handlebars offer maximum variability - arms, chest, shoulders and upper back
are comprehensively activated by alternately pushing and pulling and the option of using different
grip positions
Large pedals for a secure footing
non-slip treads with profile
fan
speaker
transport wheels
Double aluminum rail system
Power supply via adapter
Water bottle holder
Tablet holder
USB charging port
Target price CHF 2'299.--

Use: home use, payload: approx. 158.8kg
Device dimensions: L185.4 x W68.6 x H170cm, weight 95kg
Accessories: integrated receiver for chest strap transmitter, hand pulse sensors, pulse transmitter strap
Warranty: 1 year full warranty, 2 years on labor and spare parts

*With the Explore the World™ app, you can virtually travel the world from the comfort of your home and
automatically adjust to the speed of your Bluetooth®-enabled Schwinn Fitness products in real time.
Take control of your journey with dozens of high-definition destinations and route lengths to choose
from, including 5km through the Japanese countryside, 10km through the Scottish Highlands, full
marathons through the streets of Prague and many more* Challenge yourself to travel the entire
distance. Discover the whole world and stay motivated as new destinations are added every month.

Discover dozens of places around the world*.
View your progress every week.
Adaptive video playback that matches your pace.
Keeps a diary of your progress - if you can track it, you can improve it!
* 3 free courses available. Unlock all courses with an Explore the World™ subscription. Available
on Google Play and the AppStore.
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